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Update on Life and Work:  
Regarding our safety, the Philippines has had a big surge in COVID cases recently (mainly in 
Manila) but we are in one of the provinces that is classified as "low risk.” It means we are still in 
quarantine and are only supposed to leave home for essential services but we get a little more 
freedom than the places that didn't get the classification "low risk.”

     Regarding the translations, we finished the Ayta Abellen recording of the NT in January and 
are waiting for the final processing of the audio files at the Faith Comes By Hearing office. We 
finished checking the typeset copy of the NT at the beginning of March right before the 
lockdown in the Philippines began and we are also waiting for the printed copies to come back 
from the Philippine Bible Society publishing house but we are told there will be significant 
delays because of the publishing house not being allowed to work at full capacity.

    Regarding the Ayta Mag-Indi New Testament, we are recording that one right now and just 
hit 90% complete a few days ago. We hope to reach 100% before the end of August. We have 
also started typesetting the books that have gone through the whole recording process. We 
hope to have all that done by the end of September. Of course there will be delays with getting 
the final audio and print versions from Faith Comes By Hearing and Philippine Bible Society but 
we are looking at ways to start discipleship activities already using the 50 story chronological 
Bible story set we have developed.

 

Prayer Needs: 
- Continued safety from COVID-19 virus

- Completion of their translation work by the end of September

- Translations will be reaching those hearts and minds ready for the Word of God

- Strength to stay the course in the mission field

- Wisdom for "next steps" of the translation and production processes

 

To learn more, follow Roger Stone on Facebook or visit fmwm.org/roger-stone/


